LOCUST Electric Sales, Inc

- Allied Tube & Conduit: Steel, PVC and aluminum conduit
- Shurtape: Commercial and industrial tapes
- Konkore Fittings: EMT, rigid, liquidtight, flex, AC and MC fittings, conduit bodies and more
- STI Firestop: Fire protection systems that help stop the spread of fire, smoke and hot gases
- Jefferson Electric: Transformers for commercial, industrial and OEM applications
- AFC Cable Systems: Armored cable, liquid-tight & flexible conduit, pre-fab wiring solutions
- CRC: MRO chemical solution cleaners, degreasers, paints, and lubricants
- Austin Electrical Enclosures: Electrical enclosures, trough and wireway
- Power-Strut: Channel and fittings
- Unistrut: Channel and fittings
- CME wire and cable: Aluminum and Copper building wire and medium voltage cable
- Cope: Wire basket, metallic and fiberglass cable tray systems
- Oldcastle: Plastic, polymer and concrete enclosure products
- Picoma: US made steel and aluminum elbows, couplings and nipples
- Galvan Industries, Inc: Ground rods and accessories
- Vericom: Data, telecommunications, audio/video and security solutions
- Wemco: Wire handling equipment and storage
- IPEX by Aliaxis: PVC fittings
- GSIB: Underground duct spacing systems and accessories
LOCUST LIGHTING

AMERICAN LIGHTING
LED linear, undercabinet and recessed lighting

RDA LIGHTING
Commercial, industrial and residential LED lighting solutions

EiKO
LED lamps, traditional lamps and LED fixtures

rayTEC
Class 1 Division 2 explosion proof Lighting